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The real strength of vocational education has come from its teacher
those experienced and informed persons who have brought to their students an appreciation for honest work
and the knowledge and skills that lead

the way to successful employment.
And in this period of change, when
each day brings another expedient
practice, or palliative theory or device

aimed at improving the educational
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Some of the unique aspects of vocational Sated teaching

and the influence that quality teaching has on the total
educational program are discussed in the Report of the
Paid of Consultants, Education for a Changing World of
Work, and in the subsequent Vocational Education Act of
.1963. It was from these historic documents that the five
topics relating to the theme of this issue were derived. These
topics are:
L Vocational Teacher Recruitment Practices: Evaluation
of Occupational Competency and Potential Teaching Ability.
2. Opportunities for Inservice Seminars anctWorkshops.
3. State Education Department Leadership in Vocational
Teacher Education.
4. Expanding the Vocational Teacher Training Activities
in Higher Educational Institutions.
5. Pilot and Demonstration Projects In Vocational Teacher Education.
A recent publication of the Minnesota Research Coordinating Unit in Occupational Education]. of special interest
to this issue. This is Dr. Jerome Moss' bylaw of Research in
Vocational Technical Teacher Education. Containing a bibli-

ogaphy of 141 titles relating to vocational teacher education, the Review gives attention to a number of topics, such
as "studies of job requirements," "input studies," "program
TOPIC ON

development," and "teacher recruitment." The Review al.o ,
contains a classification model, which is the guide used for
the assignment of research studies to various categories.
Directed principally to researchers who desire an organization and interpretation, of completed projects that will
open new vistas for further investigations, the review encrmpasses some materials from the general field of teacher
education as well as materials dealing directly with teachers
of vocational-technical programs. Research, developmental,
and pilot training projects were considered appropriate to
report, but articles, speeches and conference discussions
were generally excluded.

Also contained in Moss' Review is information that the
University of Texas has recently established a Research and
Development Center in Teacher Education. "We should
follow its progress closely, so as to utilise relevant results,
but we should also undertake additional systematic efforts
of our own. The task before us is too important and too
large to depend entirely upon the efforts of others, or upon
sporadic, uncoordinated activities on our past."
Limited numbers of this guide are available and may be
obtained from: Dr. Jerome Moss, Department of Industrial
Education, College of Education, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.

Vocational Teacher Recruitment and Selection Practices: Evaluation of Occupational Competency
and Potential Teaching Ability
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The use of examinations to evaluate
the occupational competency of pros-

peed.° teachers has long been employed in trade and industrial education. But there has been no uniform
national pattern or procedure. Some
states employ a combination of written

and performance tests; others use a

"Constructing Valid Occupational
Competency Euminations" by Joseph
T. Impellitteri, Pennsylvania State
Univereity.

"A Limited Field Test of the Automotive Competency Examination"
by Ray A. LaBounty, Eastern Michigan University.

written cumin' ation only; and yet oth-

"Preparation, Administration and

er states, unfortunately the majority,

tem for evaluating vocational skills

Implementation of Trade Competency
Examinations for College-University
Credit" by Joe L. Reed, University of

-and knowledge.

Tennessee.

hare developed no comprehensive sys-

The Rutgers University investigation into the feasibility of establishing
national proficiency examinations, and
along with them, national norms, was
conducted through a series of confer-

ences, written reports and panel discordons. Participants from 22 states
and the District of Columbia attended
a series of four workshop meetings. At
each session, selected individuals, per-

2. How may valid and reliable occupational competency examinations
be constructed?

3. How may the validity and reliability of occupational competency examinations be measured?
When discussing the importanoe of
establishing 'norms, Impellitted indicated that primary consideration must
be given to the manner of selection of
individuals to be included in the norm
group. "A decision must be made as to
the nature of the persons in this norm
group. The basis for this decision lies

in the answer to the question: With
whom do we want our prospective
candidates to be compared?'
Among the factors to be considered
when establishing national norms are
geographical differencur in occupa-

"The Performance Phase of
Trade Competency Examinations" by
Benjamin Shimberg, Educational Testing Service.
Impellitterrs paper focused attention
on three questions:

1. What considerations should be

given to reliability and validity in
constructing nationwide occupational
competency examinations1
AMUICAN VOCATIONAL JOURNAL

dons and varying levels of experience
and training required for teacher candidates from one state to another.
La Bounty's report deals with the
limited field testing of automotive
competency examinations. Fifteen automotive competency examinations,
previously developed in Michigan,
were adminitered in three states,
Michigan, Kansas and North Carolina.

States Must Cooperate
In Donn Billings' reaction

needed. In view of this difference of
opinion, the Shimberg report should
be of special interest.
Shimberes report, which gives par-

ticular emphasis to the performance
phase of trade proficiency examinations, supports the need for practical
as well at theoretical evaluation of
trade competency. Citing the Navy's
experience with performance examina-

tions during World War II, Steinberg
dates, "Today it is generally conceded
that written tests of trade knowledge

Cation is the-statement that:

are not a very dependable way to

jor problem to overcome, in the de-

evaluate shop performance and that
without some type of direct or indirect'
performance measure it is unlikely
that we an make an accurate assessment of an individual's trade comps-

velopment of Ira& competency OX113111

nations on a national basis, is the
reluctance of the various states to: (a)
share developmental projects; (b) ac-

cept at poi value other state philosophies and standards; (c) exchange
test instruments on an =limited basis,
and (d) discharge traditional patterns

tem?

of trade testing.
Reed's discourse on the preparation,
adminiitration and implementation of
national competency examinations
identifies seven major uses:
1. To provide state certification

performance examinations Shimberg
cites five considerations suggested by

boards with

an amid.e to the

"years of 'experience" requirement.

2. To give imivenity credit for
work experience or experience gained
in moperative programs.
3. To help raise salaries and
prestige of vocational education,

maintain high standards and to help
teachers recognise important facets of
the trade to emphasize in teaching.

4. To validate vocational teachers'
competencies in the eyes of academic
adminbtration.
5. For teacher certification purposes, as evidence of competency, for
reciprocity purposes between centers
aid states.
6. For teacher recruitment and se'action.

7. To identify sub-marginal and
non-competent teachers who have been
approved for teaching subjects in ar-

eas outside of their fields of preparation and experience.

Performance Test Needed
Mtn has been a general lack of
agreement in the past concerning the

value of performance tests. While
Some have advocated that they are
essential to assessing accurately a person's competency to teach a vocational
subject, others claim that a written test

relating to trade theory is all that is
JANWUIT INS

Suggested Considerations
When iiiscussing the construction of
David Ryan and Norman Frederickson

in Educational Measurement, (ed. !I
E. E. Lindquist, American Council on
Education, Washington, D.C., 1951.
pp. 455494). These suggestions are:
1. The sampling of activities should
be as wide as practical

categories to justify a substantial
financial investment needed for their
own test construction. Also, national
tests and norms, used at the discretion
of state departments and teacher edu-

cation institutions, could help bring
about standards of objectivity in the
vocational teacher selection process.
With respect to the use of proficien-

cy examinations for the allowance of
college credit, important precedents
have been established. Many institutions are now granting college credit
for skill and knowledge gained outside
the classroom in a variety of fields and

disciplines. These fields include, in
addition to trade and technical occupations, proficiency in mathematics, foreign baggage and musical performance.
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operations should be included.

This is the report of a project designed to explore the feasibility of

3. The task should be sufficiently
exact to permit accurate standardisa-

developing a computerized system to
match military retirees to job vacan-

tion and enable objectives to be made.
4. The task chosen should have face
validity to command the respect of the

cies for teachers and other support

examinee.

objectives:

2. A minimum of easy or routine

5. Tools and equipment should be
reduced to a minimum and should be
capable of standardization.

Shimberg further suggests that a
two-way grid, listing job specializations along one axis and performance

tasks along the other, will help to
identify the contribution of each task
to the evaluation process. Such a grid
will serve to reveal gaps, overlap and
possible duplication.

Main Value of Study,
The main value of the feasibility
study is that it identifies a growing
need for trade proficiency tests that
would be available on a national scale.
The development of national tests,

both written and performance, could

serve a number of purposes. First,
they would be of great benefit in states
which lack adequate numbers of teach-

er candidates in various occupational

personnel in vocational and technical
education. The project had five major

L To determine the compatibility
between military occupational specialties and skill areas in vocational education programs.

2. To determine state sertification
requirements and needs for teachers in
vocational education programs.

3. To identify from

sample of

current retirees those who might qualify for teaching positions in vocational
education.
4. To develop an on-going method

of matching retirees with specific
skills, interests and experience to
available teaching positions in vocational education.

5. To recommend, if needed and
a military retiree job
matching systemincluding its refeasible,

quirements, its possible sponsors, operators and hinders.
A four-phase plan was developed to
accomplish the objectives of the proj-

sot. During a planning period, coop-

eration and coordination with the Dopub:sent of Defense and each of the
military services were accomplished;
data collection instruments were designad; data collection procedure*

were established, and the advisory
council convened to review project
!Wm

the American Vocational Association
with the possible co-sponsorship of the
American Association of Junior Col-

ences in purpose and mode of operation between military life and public
school work. For example, the military traditions of caste and automatic
conforming behavior, and the relative
insulation of military personnel from
public scrutiny and control would not

3. The system could be funded ei-

be similar to the prevailing conditions
in the public school environment.

possible.

2. The systems sponsor should be

During the second or data collection

ther individually or collectively by the

phase, surveys Were conducted with
selected retired military personnel.

Department of Defense, Department

State teacher certification require.

ments in vocational education were
also obtained by survey methods. Mili-

tary skills and vocational education
skills were analysed so that compatibility could be determined, and data
were coded for analysis and computer
treatment.

The third section of the study had
to do with analysis of data, and the
fourth was the final report, in which
the findings, conclusions and recommendations are stated.

Conclusions
The principal conclusions of the
study were as follows:

There is a widespread shortage of
vocational

education teachers, yet

there are thousands of military retimes who are occupationally and edueadonally qualified for vocational
teaching positions.
No simple conversion can be made
from "Military specialty titles to vocational aid technical education instructional areas.

After screening and analysis of
.

computer-assisted system should be
designed and implemented as soon as

military retiree backgrounds have
been accomplished, it is feasible to use

them as teacher candidates in vocational education programs.

State certificeilon requirements,
both for education and occupational
experience, pose no insuperable barri-

ers to the employment of military
redrew
There does not exist at present
any systematic procedure nor method
for channeling interested and qualified
military retirees into the field of vocational education.
Computer-assisted matching of
retirees to job vacancies in vocational
education is technically feasible.

Recommendations
Based upon the study results, the
following recommendations are proposed:

1. A military retiree-job matching,

of Labor, Office of Economic Opportunity, and U. S. Office of Education.

4. The system's operator should be
an independent, nonprofit organisation, possessing certain appropriate
computer facilities and experience in
the field of education, information sys-

tem design, computer programming,
and advanced data management technology.

The report further states "the proposed system has the immediate goal
of assisting in the placement of military retirees who are interested in and
qualified for teaching positions in vocational education.. However, the system should be designed in such a way

that it could be readily expanded to
serve (a) all the job-seeldng needs of
all military retiree., and (b) all the
personnel-seeking needs of employers
in vocational education."

Limitations Reported in Study
Among the Hasitadons reported in
the study was information that

matching of military retirees to jobs

Vocational Tudor Mama
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The wise and judicious recruitment
and selection, and the subsequent pro-

fessional preparation of persons for
vocational teaching positions, are criti-

cal to the ultimate emus of vocational education. The Stanford University
study, therefore, directed toward developing techniques for surveying and

cataloging vocational teacher resources, deals with an important topic.

The objectives were to develop
within a selected geographical area,
Santa Clara County, California: (a) a
description of present and potential
vocational education teachers; (b) estimates of future needs for change in

vocational education programs, and
(et) estimates of the influence of instructional personnel policies and
practices on the size and quality of

in vocational education by using service specialty code numbers was unsatisfactory, and that investigators

vocational teacher manpower re-

found it necessary to rely heavily

purpose of the study was to develop

upon their personal judgment to socomplish the matches needed for the
project. Another limitation cited was

and test methods for extending a com-

found for predicting the need for instructors or other personnel in future
vocational education programs by oo-

program.

cupadonal categories."
It may be fair to ask, at least before
a national system is incorporated, that

study sought to identify such pro-

there be further refinement of the

programs which were out of regular
school organisations throughout the

that "no satisfactory method was

matching process. To be specific, although the skills performed by auto or
truck mechanics in military and civili-

an establishments may be very similar, there are a variety of associated
procedures and fields of knowledge in
such things as parts purchasing, inven-

tory control and customer relations
that would be quite different.

There are also some basic differ-

sources.

It was further stated that the overall

pliable inventory on a regional or
gational basis after evaluation of the
various data used in the preliminary

Using the Panel of Consultants'
definition of vocational education, the
grams in two -year colleges, high
schools and proprietary schools and in
county.

Attention was directed to development of a self-administered question-

naire to obtain information on the,
educational background, teaching experience and status, and employment

experience of instructors in public
high schools and community colleges.
Information as to how individuals first
AMIRICAN VOCATIONAL JOURNAL

came to the attention of school
officials and to what degree they satbfied the qualification requirements
was discussed in personal interviews
with school administrators. As back-

ground information for these interviews, discussions had been held with
state education officials concerned

with credential requirements of vocational teachers.
Among the results reported for the
study is information that the availabil-

When speaking of the collection of
data from high school programs it was
reported that a problem exists in detennining which staff members should

ity of vocational offerings for high

be classified as vocational teachers and

school students varied widely and that
public vocational education ii concentrated at the junior college level.

which should not, as some teachers
had responsibilities for both general
and vocational courses.

TOPIC TWO: Opportunities for Inservice Seminars and Workshops

1. Develop a
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group of vocational
teachers who understand computer as-
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The summer program in computer
sodded instruction, cooperatively de-

veloped by the Rhode Island State
Department of Education and Provi-

idsted instruction under the guidance
of a programmer, a psychologist and a

des* College, had two main objec-

variety of consultants.

tives:
1. To develop a group of vocational
teachers who understand computer assided instruction and who are proficient in coursewriter techniques for con-

vesting individual lessons into the
proper format for computer assisted
instruction.

2. To prepare sample lessons for
computer assisted instruction in a variety of vocational course areas.

Letters were sent to general and
vocational high schools in Rhode Island and Massachusetts, announcing

plans for the summer training program. It was pointed out that a prere-

quisite for enrollment was the IBM
Programmer Aptitude Test. Ninety.
four vocational teachers applied for
enrollment and took the test. The 30
teachers who scored highest were interviewed, and 20 were chosen for the
program.
The 20 enrollees represented a variety of vocational subject areas, includ-

During the final phase of the sum-

mer training program, the students
actually planned, designed, wrote, and
tried out sample lessons.

The final report contains selected
materials on computer assisted instruction that were used and the sum-

marized comments and reactions of
persons enrolled. Among the instructional materials contained in the re
port are a description of computer
assisted instruction, its educational advantages, some guidelines for CAI, a

synopsis of student comments and
reactions, and the relations between
the teacher and the program. The report also contains three computerized
lessons, having to do with basic bookkeeping, the electric circuit and calmWing and estimating costs.

Sequential Report

The sequential report of "Computer

business education. They received 120

Assisted Instruction" (U.S.0:E. Project 5.1214) relates to a winter evening program of advanced instruction
for 13 of the same 20 teachers who

hours of classroom instruction and
laboratory' practice in computer as-

had received the basic instruction. The
objectives of this section were to:

ing electric air welding, electronics,
sheetmetal work, graphic arts, and

JANUARY INS

2. Prepare, test and
refine a series of lessons
for computer assisted instruction in a variety of vocational
course areas.
Weekly two-hour class sessions were

held at Providence College. These
were divided into two ow -hour sessions. The first hour was used iv class
discussions of problems arising drain/
the writing of individual course sessions. On alternate weeks, this hour

was used for formal instruction of
coursewriter language. The second
hour was used for class work on individual courses.
In the final evaluation of the project

it is stated that each participant had
acted in the roles of author and proctor, each had written a course sector
using coursewriter language, and each

had had an opportunity to use the
1050 'data communications system to
enter a portion of his course material.

Among the 10 conclusions of the
study are statements that "computer
assisted instruction offers an entirely
new approach to individual instruction
. CAI is especially suited to rams&

al work due to the ability of tie
author to utilise the branching
features . . . and the preparation of

meaningful course material is much
more difficult than may first be reallied."
ay

There are those who say that
teaching machines will ultimately take
over many of the processes now haw
died by teachers. Others speculate on
a day when virtually all learning will
take place through the use of various
forms of education media; those
teachers still needed would have completely different role:.
On this point it is important that we
remind ourselves of the human quali-

ties of sympathy and understanding
which a teacher should possess. A

6. Reviewing the qualifications of

(b) considering the budget; (c) select--ing a coordinator, assigning duties of
Part I of the bulhdu introduces the coordinator and his place in the
guidance program; (d) selecting
steps in organising wage-earning prowage-earning teachers.

grams. Part II contains a series of

classroom, fixtures, equipment, and in-

lessons in food service occupations for

structional materials, and (e) naming

a non-cooperative program in home
economic wage earning. The lessons

the course and scheduling classes.

include information sheets in the form
of generalisations regarding particular
foods; procedure sheets for more than
70 work experiences planned as sample lessons to give students a chance to

person is responsive to feelings, emodons and needs. A machine is not But
the teacher who is merely a data bank,

gain skill in relation to food princi-

a storehouse of specific knowledge,

experience.

and, whose teaching promisee are
mechanical and directional can quickly be replaced. Hopefully, the machine

may be most beneficial in bringing
into focus the human qualities needed
in awoken.
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This study is to aught in the plan-

ples; a cost sheet; suggested test questions, and evaluation sheets on work

Part III is a suggested program for

training of youth as housekeeping
aides for hotels, motels, homes, and
public buildings.

Wage Earning Programs
To establish work experience programs, school board members, superintendents, principals and teachers
should share in the responsibility
along with business and the community at large. Officials should establish

the food service worker, although pro-

gram outlines for hotel and motel
housekeeping aides are contained in
dm study.

The general steps in initiating and
developing an effective wage earning
program are:
1. Organising an advisory committee.

2. Obtaining information on employment opportunities.
3. Developing a job analysis.

4. Planning job placement, evaluadon and follow-up.

5. Determining the qualification of
trainees

analysis. The analysis will point out
fundamental prooedures, determine

the course of study and help identify
instructional units.

3. Suggestions for information that

should be included in job specific,.
lions, describing the person to do the
job and not requirements for the job.
4. Recommendations for job place-

ment and suggestions for essential
course evaluation and follow-up.

This study offers highly specific,
constructive, step-bretep suggestions
for the implementation of a wage-

type of program to be established;

Prime consideration was given to

successful program.
2. A guide for making a precise job

suggested personnel for such committee., and suggested method of appointment and organisation.

grades. The materials included are to

wage earning.

formation will determine the needed
training in initiating and developing a

5. A guide for determining qualifications of trainees as well as methods

program include: (a) deciding on the

wage.earning skills for occupatiots
which utilise home economics- related
knowledge and skills. The programs
can be adapted to junior colleges, area
vocational schools and adult classes in

a good program. These guidelines are:
1. Suggestions for the phoning of a
survey to gain information on opportunities for employment. Suoh in-

an advisory committee and specific
occupational committees to assist in
planning. Listed are purposes, duties,

ning of wage-euning propams for
boys end girls in the llth and 12th
help teachers prepare students -rith

The study contains a number of
guidesohs:lc sheets, questionnaires,
form lettersfor the establishmeat of

Steps to be taken in setting up a

of selection of trainees.

earning program. Because of the detail
it can be used as a practical handbook

for officials and teachers.' Educators
who are also homemakers may want to
try some of the numerous recipes that
have been included in the study.
Office Occopotloos Tuckers
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This study's Purpose states that:
"Business and office teacher educators

had relatively little contact with and
no direct responsibility in the prepares-

don of vocationally certifiable teachers prior to the passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1963. Under
the provisions of this Act, however,
business and office teacher educator;
have immediate, direct and continuing
responsibility for the preparation of
teachers for office occupations.

In order to implement adequately
the Vocational Education Act of 1963
in the office occupations, a min of
clinics were held to:

1. Focus the attention of business
and office teacher educators on the
Vocational Education Act of 1963.

2. Discuss the implications of the
Act for business and office teacher

education =denims.
3. Obtain the best thinking for the
profession for the development of
guidelines for viable business and
office teacher education curriculums.
4. Disseminate the guidelines which

were developed through a series of
training clinics. (These guidelines es-

tablish, among other things, recommended minimum work experience requiremenb, general and vocational ed-

nation courses and levels of subject
matter competencies.)
The lour phase series of clinics gave
leaders in business education the opportimity to establish minimum requirements for office occupations
teacbors.
During the first, Or planning phase,

52 city and state business education
overshot* business teacher educators
and consultants met to develop preliminary guidelines and to determine
methods for dissemination and revision of the preliminary draft. As a
result of this clinic, a series of 20
guidelines was developed and revised.
Sets of these were mailed to 1,200 city

and state supervisors and business
teacher educators for comment.

Many Educators Assist

goals. Each guideline is presented as a
statement, and each is followed by

supporting
r
material dealing with
"why" the guideline has been included
and "how" it may be implemented.

All vocational business and office
practice teachers and teacher educators will find information valuable to
them in the Wayne State study. Although it (maid be said that the majority of guidelines presented are already

well known and generally accepted,
there are several others which should
add new perspectives to the prepare.
don of office practice teachers.

These include the guidelines which
specifically recommend job-related experience and competency- "prodding
opportunities for work-study and field
experience; requiring part time or full
time work in a regular job; requiring
competency in conducting job analysis, or requiring simulated office ex-

perience in well-equipped Morato-

ria."
New NMI of Intrastios
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The conference on new media Of

sere finally submitted. The report
states that these guidelines are sugges.
dons for action . . . describing the
qualities and competencies which these
teachers should possess and indicating
the processes for achieving these
JANUARY INS

16 mm.

films,

overhead projeotals.

Subsequent to each presentation
was a period for discussion. Further
discussion took place in organised,
small-group, vocational interest seminars conducted during the afternoon.
The four fields of interest represented
were agriculture, business, home

economics, and trade and industrial
During evening sessions, oral reports were made by each group. Each
day's activities were then summarised
and clarified for written reports. in?.
plications from these are included as a
part of the conference report.

Valuable Experience
Participants' 'ratings of the various
sections of the conference, together

southern region of the United States,
Puerto Rioo and the Virgin Islands.

sions that the one-week institute, although too short in duration, was a

Four major divisions of vocational education were represented.

valuable experience.

an awareness on the part of vocational
educators of the availability and value

national meetings.
Nineteen guidelines for the preparedon of office occupations teachers

films,

opaque and overhead projections, and

with selected comments, are presented
in this report. They convey the impres-

instruction was conducted by Tuskegee

meat, At this stage- an editorial staff
guidelines and, with the assistance of
professional editors, prepared a final
draft. A total of 323 business educe
tors participated in the development
of these guidelines, either by submitting written suggestions or by attend.
ing one or more of the regional or

81610m:opt

Institute for 50 teachers from the

The specific objectives of the oneweek conference were to (a) develop

reviewed and further revised the

gramed instruction, tape recordings,
2x2 slides and filmstrips, 8 mm.

education.

Conferences were held in the nine
H.E.W. regions, where recommended
guidelines were revised and sent on to

a national clinic for further refine.

the media used were educational television and video tape systems, pro.

of the new media of instruction; (b)
develop the ability to 'select and use
the educational media in respect to
accepted principles of teaching and
learning, and (c) develop the ability
to utilize the results of research relat-

-

The report states: "At least one of
the specific objectives of the conference was achieved. . . . There is evidence that an awareness on the part of
vocational and technical teacher educators of the availability and value of
the new media of instruction was developed."

The report further states that the
presentation on theories of learning
awakened the participants to the fact
that no single set of theories can be

ing to the use and devebr,...tent of new
media in vocational ani :finical education.
Each day of the conference was
begun with an address by a consult-

It was pointed out that there is a

antan authority in the field of com-

ry and what is actually applied in class.

munication theory or educational
media. In most cases, the presentation
was coordinated with demonstrations

and practical applications involving

rooms. . . . There are no theories of
teaching that can be applied in using
the new mediaresearch has centered
on the behavior of learnersnot the

one or more of the new media. Among

teachers.

_

applied to a specific learning situation.

stratification between what is discovered through *-,search in the laborato-

at

.

TOPIC THREE: Stab Education Department Leadership in Vocational Teacher Education (No Reports)
TOPIC FOUR: Expanding the Vocational Teacher Training Activities 4: Higher Educational Institutions
Tann Techasiogy teeter

to the formulation of architectural

istrators, and guidance persosinel. The
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plansTo aid in the dissemination of

facility will be open to boards of
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ment and union officials.
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Judi recent times there was a practice of relegating the vocational department to a discarded 'school building, portion of the basement or some
other substandard facility. The concept of mond-class education for sec.
and clan amens, so often associated
with vocational schoolwork; seemed to
be exemplified in these makeshift and

outmoded shops and classrooms. On
college campuses, too, the vocational
teacher education department seems to
have suffered from similar policies and

Codem
It is most encouraging, therefore, to
find a model teacher technology can-

ter, in which there are facilities for
updating and upgrading vocationalteoludoel educators in recent developments of industry and technology.

The purpose of this study was to
devise a vocadonakedudcal teacher
technology center model for keeping
teachers updated in their occupational
fields and aware of new developments
in pedagogy. Specifically, the objecdvm were to develop the educational
specifications for a "model" center; to

formulate architectural graphics and
an outline of structural considerations
related to dedp and construction of

vention of 1965. Later, a Melaminedon Conference was held for 60 guests

from 8 different states. Information
was further circulated through brochures and periodicals.
The Technology-Resource Center
was planned to provide the ultimate in

innovations and advanced hardware,
suet as closed-circuit TV and a data
retrieval system. Constructed in flex-

ible modules or key instructional
space, the physical plant is designed
for short and long time spans, lectures
and conferences, and combining teacher learning with teacher training. The
space is adaptable for demonstrations,

institutes, seminars, and workshops.
The Center was also designed for the
development of modern curricula and
mass media teaching materials.
The research oriented Resource

complex includes a library, a curlew

lust and evaluation center and a
reproduction area.
The operational policy allows for a

fultime base staff; the granting of
graduate and undergraduate credit for
students at other universities, and evaluation as a basic part of all activities.
The student body will be made up
of teachers, teacher educators, admin.

education, supervisors, and manageThe Center will serve Distributive,
Technical, Business, Agriculture and
Trade and Industrial Education, as

well as Home Services and Home
Economics.

Reconsmandations
The report urged the wide dissemination of the findings of the study, the
implementation of its concepts by edu-

cational ineitudons and state departments of education, and the circulation of a brochure by the Superintend-

ent of Documents, U.S.O.E., which
would provide information related to
the Center. (The report contains suggestions for such a brochure.)
Further reoommendadons were:

1. Cooperation of two or more
states supporting a unified Technical Resource Center.

2. Further research devoted to the
components of such a Center.

3. U.S.O.E., state departments and
educational !institutions give consideration to the principle that learning is a

continuing proem and needs provisions for proper facilities geared to
updating education in technology,
icience and pedagogy.

The value of the report describing
the proposed Rutgers University mod-

Proposed Teacher Technology CenterRutgers University

such a facility, and to disseminate
research findings to potentially interested individuals, institutions and organisadons.

Two Phases of Project
The project was carried out in two
phases: (a) the development of educational specifications and (b) preliminary architectural plans. For the establishment of educational specifica-

tions a Panel of Consultants, composed of specialists of national reputedon, was selected. Field study visitations were made to amass the progress
at other large universides. The resolu-

don of educational specifications led
AMERICAN VOCATIONAL JOURNAL

el teacher technology center would
have been greater if it had contained

grams to train tecimicians.
An opening address by John Lacey,
Program Specialist in Agricultural

substantially more supporting materials with respect to the various specific
activities that would take place there.

Eduadion, U.S.O.E., spelled out the
need for and expected outcomes of the

It is a maxim in modern education
theory that the physical plant should

Institute. Among his remarks was a
statement that, "Technical education
for agriculture is not redly new to
many parts of the nation, New York
State and the Agricultural and TechWeal College here at Cobleikill have

be an outgrowth of the planned curd-

=bun rather than the other

way
around. It is hoped, therefore, that
subsequent developments of plans for

vocational teacher education will be

offered programs for 50 years."

designed from withinfrom a detailed and comprehensive set of educational specification%
WEN' Of1111111114.i.
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This four-week training program
conducted by Oklahoma State Wren.
sity had 32 participants enrolled-26
home sowenice teachers from Okla.
home, 2 from Kansas, 3 graduate students from Oklahoma State Universi-

ty, and one representative of the

teaching of gainful employment courses, an evaluation with suggestions for
revision would be greatly appreciated.
Please send to the Home Economics
Education Department, Oklahoma
State University, Stillwater, Olds."

Included in the report are outlines
of each of the courses, complete with
bibliographies and ober resource
teriab.4 Mainly of interest to home
economics teachers and teacher educa-

tors, the report is illustrative of the
increased interest in home economics
that is being given to instruction leading to gainful employment.

Staff for the program consisted of
six home economists (three full time

and three part thus) with special
training and experience in child care,

dothinr food, and home economics
education.

Four courses were offered with all
participants taking the course, Education for Gainful Employment in Hoke
Economics. Each participant chose one

course from three others "aimed at
providing leadership training for child
care service workers, clothing service
workers or food service workers."

Several days were spent in developing as overall viewpoint of the

gainful employment aspect of the
home economics program and an understanding of the characteristics, purposes, factors involved, opportunities,

and need for this type of program.
The curriculum materials developed
were designed for use with girls in the
11th and 12th years of high school.
,

Tookolui mantas Is Wig
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The report of the Cabinda, N.Y.,
Agricultural and Technical College
one-week training institute is comprised of summaries of the speeches,
workshops, field trips, curriculum
plans for vocational technical education in agriculture, various committee
assignments, and reports from 13 other states.
Participants of the training institute
included representation from agricultural business and industry and teacher educators, administrators and
teachers of agriculture. The purpose

for the program is that since a large
number of post high school institu-

The report states: "The real values

tions in many states will be expanding

of the materials can only be deter-

agricultural education at the techni-

mined as they are used. H other home

cian level, there is ,a need for the

economists use the materials in the

development of guidelines for pro-

JANUARY MKS

following:

L To determine the naves for technical education in agricultural compsdons.
2. To present information about the
opportimides for graduates of Windcal programs.

3. To identify the sucesesful praodoes and procedures with regard to
administration.

4. To observe and study the necessary physical facilities for technical
programs.

5. To determine faculty needs in
technical education io% agricultural

Home Economics Education Staff of
the Louisiana Vocational Program.

Lacey mentioned the growing demend for technically trained workers
in farm-related fields of service and
distribution and the need to develop
further understanding of the intoning
of technical education. Ho stated the
objectives of the conferee°e to be the

coo-

ovations.
6. To provide help in developing
new curriculums for technological

Pans.

7. To determine the role of youth

organisations in technical level occupations and post high school pro-

8. To provide informadon
kidacing technical programs in 6grioultural occupations.

9. To determine good placement
and fo!low-up procedures.

10. To provide supervised occupa
tional experience.
In his address to the conference, Dr.

S. V. Martorana, Executive Dean for
Two Year Colleges, State University
of New York, revealed that New York

State now has 28 public conmumity
colleges and 6 agricultural and technical colleges, virtually blanketing all
regions of the State. He estimated that

upwards of 85 percent of the State's
high school graduates live within reasonable daily commuting distance of a
public two-year college.

Martorana indicated that two-year
colleges are encouraged to adopt vocational programs of less than two years
41

duration for high school graduates
and thus take on responsibility for

.._

continuing vocational education. How-

or

ever, k. made no suggestion concerning the ion-employment vocational instruction of dropouts and otherwise

disadvantaged youth and adults in
these collegiate settings, nor did he

a
IS

suggest alternative administrative units.

Martorana further awed: "In a
sense, the movement that has occurred
in New York State and in some other

states to establish area vocational

.

schools which specialise and particularize their program only to the vocational programs, represents a violation
or departure from the basic education-

...111...-_

e:11 1

al principle of comprehensiveness."
In statements relating to the instruc-

tional faculty for technical agricultural subjects, Evan Dana, Chairman

.

of Agricultural Technology, New York
State Agricultural and Technical Col-

lege, Canton, identified three- major
competencies of qualified agricultural
teachers: (a) technical subject matter; (b) agricultural experience; (c)
formal course work in science or agricultural teething methods.
Other Reports

Norman Foote, Chairman of Agri-.
cultural Technology at Farmingdale,
advocated the combination of knowledge and teaching ability; he stressed
the need for technical agricultural education faculty to have a strong commitment for being of service to students.
Wilbur

Farnsworth,

Agriculture

Chairman at the Delhi Agricultural
and Technical College, spelled out
that the teacher we are looking for

today be a person with a master's
degree in a subject field; teaching minor in related field; one semester of

professional education courses, and
four to five years of successful work
experience in the field.

Other sections of the Coblesbil report deal with such topics as the im-

portance of training for the farm
equipment

business;

providing

planned supervise) occupational experiences for technical occupations;
plarming and initiating curriculums
and technical education in agriculture
as anew?. by members of advisory
committees.

Ill

caning the expanding nature of farm-

proach with trade and technical teach-

related jobs and the corresponding

er educators also had appeared to be

recommended

curriculum

changes.

a

successful.

The Institute did not appear to give

At the first conference with southern vocational educators, and before
the six-week agenda was explained,
participants were asked to list the outcomes they desired from the U.C.L.A.
program. These objectives included

adequate attention to needed articulation between secondary and post sec-

ondary vocational programs, nor to
the vocational instruction of out-ofschool youth and adults.

the following concerns:

The overall purposes of vocation-

Trade-Tabled Tudors

al and technical education.
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The special six-week program at

How the total program is admin.

istered and the place of teacher educetion in the administrative pattern.

New concepts in teaching and in
teacher education.

Techniquei of upgrading teachers
with little or no professional training,
but a great deal of work experience.

New curriculum approaches and
resource materials.

Factors in selection and place-

U.C.L.A. for selected teacher educators from southern colleges provided
an opportunity for participants to get
away from their local and immediate

ment
-Except for electives, all U.C.L.A.

problems and activities and observe an

team teaching techniques. The report

extensive and progressive operation
involving more than 500 California
trade and technical teachers. Iicluded

explains that a team teacher cannot
work as an individual; he must function as part of a unit so that he can
successfully relate his instruction to

in the program were periods of observation of the U.C.L.A. team approach
to teacher educatiou, a series of field

trips, guest lectures, and workshop
seminars.

This report would be of principal

It was reported that previous re-

interest to persons who tea L: or wish
to tea& technical agriculture in twoyear college programs. For others, it
may be a source of information con-

search at U.C.L.A. using small-group
procedures in an actual instructional
environment had produced excellent

42
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results, and that the use of this al).

Core teacher education courses employ

the material the other members of the
team present.

"Unlike many teacher education
programs in which the instructor is
brought from the outside to teach one
or several classes and is left to deter-

mine his own instructional content,
team teachers attend planning meetings prior to teaching their assignAAMMCAN VOCATIONAL MOM

,

mints. At these meetings they discuss

in detail what they will teach and
ways in which to best present their
instruction."
"The instruction material is multimedia. It includes workbooks, notes,

While the primary pulps of the
developmental program for the intprovement of tradatechniod teacher
education in southern states involved

instructional sheets, audio taps and
programmed books. No textbook is

observation of the Core teacher training program, a secondary activity of
daily conferences and field trips was
also considered to be extremely impor-

used with the course, which thus

tant. The conferences were led by

necessitates the continual development

outstanding educators, mainly persons

of instructional materials. deigned to
meet the ever clumging program re-

with substantial experience and high
levels of responsibilities in different
phases of trade and technical educa-

qui-nnenbi. Closed circuit TV and
vi -z
ss are used and technical
subjea specialists are brought into the
programs to make presentations when

tion. The field trips were made to high
school, junior college and occupational center programs of trade and tech-

their specialties; are needed."

nical education and to the business

and administrative offloss of the Los
Angela City School Syde.
The unified Core program of vocational teacher preparation employed
at U.C.LA. should have special inter-

est to all persons involved in pedagogy. The carefully planned use of
team teaching techniques and the discussion of their benefits, when com-

pared with traditional methods, is
most enlightening. Readers not con-

cerned with the preparation of teach-

ers may gain insight into practical
applications of team teaching to their
own school and college situations and
the ways in which nudti-media forms
of instruction may be employed.

TOPIC FIVES Pilot and Demonstration Projects

lisstal MIMI Trails(
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In the introductory statement of the

Univenity of Detroit report is informate that today's practicing dentists are mug the services of auxiliary
dental personnel more widely than at
any other previous time. Citing data
obtained from the American Dental
Association Surveys and from the Division of Dental Health of the United

States Public Health Service, the report estimates that the number of dental assisting programs in the country
should expand from the 92 programs
mow established or in the late planning state, to 400 by 1900.
The objective of the four-week sum-

mer institute was to present an intensive, specialised course to prepare den.
till assistants for teaching positions in

dental assisting schools. The course
was developed to encompass those
dental assistants who had very limited
or no teaching and administrative ex-

periences, and to provide instruction
in basic teacldng principles as well as
guidance and background information
necessary to develop an accredited
dental assistants training program.
The program was planned to devote
approximately half of the 'abject area
to professional education domed essential to successful torling in conJANWAT

munity and junior college programs in

assisting teachers" differs from the one

dental sodding. The remaining subject area would relate to the role of
the dental assisting teacher in directing a school of dental assistants, developing its curriolum and coordinat-

conducted in Detroit in that it was
held in the School of Dentistry at

ing the total program.
The course was planned on the basis

concentrated program of instruction

of 120 hours of instruction and the
students ranged in age from 20 to 54.
They represented 11 states.

The report contains lists of faculty,

teacher trainees and guest participants, an outline. of the program of
instruction and a summary of recommendation.
In the summary section is a strong
recommendation that future programs
should be conducted in conjunction
with a dental school that has an accredited dental assistants educational
program. Other recommendations
were made in relation to class sire -2
sections of 20 instead of one; length
of program-4 weeks seemed appropriate, and the need for more detailed
pre-institute planning taking advantage of consultant services.
Dental Assisting Tuckers
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The University of North Carolina
dimmer training institute for dental

Chapel Hill.

The objective of this four-week institute was stated, "To present a shot,
on the art and science of dental assistant teaching as well as refresher ma-

terial in chairside assisting in the
many phases of dentistry to those persons qualified and who had been associated with dental. assistant teaching
for five years or more."
The faculty of the School of Dentis-

try provided a curriculum and the
Dental School's facilities were used
throughout the program.
Participants were given a pre-

program test in the knowledge and
skills of dental assisting and a preprogram opinion survey. The class was
limited in size to 13 because only that
number of qualified participants with
five years of teaching were obtained.

Ten Topics Presented
The presentation of the program
included lectures, demonstrations, TV

demonstrators, clinic and laboratory
observation, dental assistant student
clinical achievement evaluation, practice teaching participation, and discussion sessions.
The following . 10 topics were
presented in the 60-hour section on the

art and science of teaching: Philosophies of Education; Development of
Educational Objectives; Curriculum
Design and Course Instruction; Theories of Learning; Student Evaluation;
43

.

Teaching Methods; Preparation and
Use of Teaching Aids; Comnumica-

tionsPublie

Speaking;
Student
Counseling, and Student Selection.

The chdAzide assisting section of
the curriculum, scheduled for approx.
imately 50 hours, was organized in
accordance with the following items:
team concept; office orientation and
maintenance; oral diagnosis and treatment planning; anesthesia ; operative
dentistry; crown and bridge prosthodondcs; endodontics; prosthodontics;
pedodontics; oral surgery;' periodontics; orthodontics, and instrument care
and sterilization.
It was reported that even though the
institute was organized for those persons with five years or more of dental

teaching experience, the problem of
arranging a curriculum meaningful
and interesting to all was a major one.
Scheduling of topics was arranged

to provide a sequential coverage of
both major areas. The schedule also
bad to be arranged to coincide with
other

programs

being

conducted

relating to medical and dental professions. The sanction and active cooperation of professional organizations

and individual practitionersprior to
the initiation of any such program
ers strongly recommended.

Csirmdcatisailiked Tschhos
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This study recognizes the need to
provide opportunities for nonskilied
and sembkilled workers to improve
their skills. Fifty percent of the working population now demands post high
school education. Unfortunately,

loges and vocational schools do not
have sufficient space to accommodate
those significant numbers who wish to

within the School of Dentistry to

pursue a continued education. The

coincide with the schedule of the dental assisting training program, and in
conjunction with the faculty summer

study suggests that one solution to increasing opportunities is to bring :he
classroom to the students' homes, place

schedule.

of work or community center, via a
communication-linked classroom sys-

Critiques Summarised

The report contains descriptions of
the methods and materials employed

tem.
This systeni, utilizing modern mate-

cussed in this section are statements
that: more emphasis in practice
teaching was thought to be desirable;

rials, communication technology aid
well-trained teachers, has several other advantages. It provides for individualized learning and communication
between student and teacher. Computerized instruction makes possible
immediate reinforcement. Presenting
material from least to most difficult in
tested steps, the computer is geared to

the dental school is seen as a desirable

the individual's learning pace.

in the presentation of both major
plumes of instruction. There is a summary of institute critiques prepared by
the trainees. Among die items dis-

setting for teacher training institutes
because if dental assistant programs
are to be taught at high school and
vocational schools, the instructors
need exposam to polished professional

examples and standards; and, dormitory living is a "plus" since a genuine
appreciation was expressed for the experience.

It is significant that both summer
training institutes for teachers of dental assisting were conducted with the

full cooperation and support of the
American Dental Association. It is
mentioned as a reminder to any college department of vocational teacher

education that plans to become involved in the preparation or upgrading of teachers in various occupations

don on institutions, curriculum, success achieved as well as research, cost
factors and personnel specifie,ations,
would.serre as a source beak to those

determining the feasibility of techniques now used for future systems.
Reported in the study, as an exam-

ple of the kind of activities to be
included in the catalog, it a technique
conducted by the Catholic Diocese of
Brooklyn and I.B.M. This $100,000.00
experiment employs a telephone-linked
computer to make homework simpler.

The study contains a detailed list of
elements to be found in a communica-

don-linked classroom. Included are
specifications on classroom location
and size, curricular material, presentation devices, and computer equipment.

Also listed are intangible condderadons such as academic organization,
methodology, psychological factors,
and economics of various systems.

The bibliography includes several

of communication-linked classroom
system methodology was proposed.
Second, a comprehensive survey was

hundred books, articles and references
relating to ongoing activities. The report states that the techniques now in
use are interim measures as new theories of design are evolving.

planned to evaluate actual experience
with this system. The third objective

Hypothetical System Described

A preliminary survey on elements

was to prepare a detailed plan for
execution of such a survey and for the
evaluation.
The comprehensive survey of literature and ongoing activities would use
a detailed questionnaire and visits for
information gathering. A team of con-

sultants from areas of psychology,
programed instruction and educational
evaluation would be organized along
with specialists from colleges, government, industry, and research.

The result, a catalog of inform&

Most fascinating is the study's description of a hypothetical communicadon-linked classroom system.
The classroom would contain 20 to

30 students of various ages, interests
and accomplishments, all learning

different things. A teacher aide is
present to orient and assist the stn.
dents. Each student is assigned to a
study carrel, containing desk, chair,
bookcase, and tape machine, and he is
given his materials. He may speak to

his teacher at the communication deek.

The classroom contains an examination scoring station where students'
short answers are read and graded. A
cartridge loading motion picture projector is provided for individual viewing. Also at the learning center is an
Auto Tutor teaching machine, tape recording station and an automatic library request desk.
The academic center provides direc-

and equipment. Since the preliminary
literature search reveals that interest
aL-eady exists, the study recommends
the conduct of a survey and evaluation
of actual experience of existing operations with regard to implications for
technical and vocational education.
Such a comprehensive survey would
be most helpful before the implementation of additional systems. The communication-linked classroom system

where an exchange of thought and
experience between teacher and student

can provide incalculable stimulation.
There can be no system to supersede
human contact and involvement.

Despite the popularization of the
behavioral approach to learning, other
educational psychologists, like Bruner,
stress that greater transfer and
creative thinking occurs through conceptual learning rather than a step-by-

would enlarge facilities and provide
specially trained teachers. It realizes

step absorption of factual informsdon, facts that may quickly become
obsolete.

ber of students found in a cormal

the principles of immediate reinforcement, individual differences and individual pacing.

teaching situation. The center is the
teachers' base of operation and con-

A Partial Answer

tion, materials and supervision by
teachers. Each teacher is responsible
for three to four courses. The teacher
can supervise several times the num-

tains the central academic computer.
The eammunication-linked classroom system is only one answer to the

critical shortage of facilities, teachers

As computers take over more and
more of our mundane responsibilities,

we ought to train for and inspire
potential that will not be replaceable..

However, do we meet the problems

As one of the investigators states:

caused by automation with automation? Learning is not always an individual process but also a social one

"Within our lifetime there will be no
jobs for people who cannot perform
more creatively than machines."

"PLAIN TALK"
AMONG THZ 15 projects re-

When considering the range of topics that have been

ported in this issue are 5

selected for investigation, it is disturbing to note how little
attention has been given tc the very foundations of the vocational teacher education program. It would appear legitimate to ask why more research has not been initiated which
attempts to analyze the role and effectiveness of the various

5 that pertain to new media
of instruction: programmed
learning, computer assisted
' teaching,

conummicationlinked techniques, a . model

center for teacher technology. Other studies have dealt

with the potential use of retired military personnel,
teacher supply and demand

factors, several clinks and
ingtitutes to upgrade teachers, and a study of the feasibility
of providing trade competency examinations on a national
basis.

Perhaps the most sipificant of these is the feasibility
study. It was revealed that the majority of states do 'not now
have any comprehensive program for giving trade proficiency examinations to teacher candidates. For many, the lim-

ited numbers of candidates in each occupational category
would make a statewide test development program prohibitive in cost. Subsequent investigations are needed to follow
up on the work begun at Rutgers. Special attention could be
given to the various ways in which national proficiency

examinations would be put to use by state and college
authorities. Further research is also needed to test prelimi-

nary findings that support the need for both written and
performance examinations.
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components involved in the preparation of teachers. Included here would be the administrative setting, the instruotional staff, the curriculum, and the student.

A basic precept in research is that all ideas and all
institutions are legitimate subjects for scientific measurement and evaluation; conversely, there should be none that
are immune or exempt. If this is so, then it would appear
incumbent upon educational institutions that espouse the
principles of research to practice what they preach, and
hold their own organizations and institutions up to a hard
objective light of appraisal.

The comments of Moss, in his "Review of Research in
Vocational Technical Teacher Education", are most appropriate here.

"With some exception of course, little has been done
which materially contributes to the development of a science
of teacher education. W:y need a system of verified princi-

ples which will permit us to understand and control the
teacher education process. At present we are still operating
programs primarily on the basis of tradition, 'convention,'
wisdom, and personal experience."
The lack of a scientific base for teacher education, and the
apparent hesitancy of teacher educators to give attention to

ea

the problem, place the professional status of pedagogy in
real jeopardy. In this period of crisis and turmoil, educators

can be sure that other's will be making more and more
critical appraisals of schools, teachers and the teacher
education process. They now are. (See Friedenberes article, "Requiem for the Urban School," &tank Review,

prior occupational experience are made, it is hoped that
job-related skill and knowledge will not be the only criteria
measured. There have been some rather superficial studies
made to show that skill and knowledge can be learned in a.
collegiate situation. True enough; but the factors overlooked

here are the cautions to. teaching that come from

Nov. 18, 1967.)

insights, attitudes and patterns of behavior that are devel-

There appears to be no uniform organisational pattern
for vocational teacher education. Each state, and in many

oped on the job.

cases institutions within each state, appears to have a
different concept of what education is. Certainly, there is a
proliferatiov of different instructional approaches. There
seem to be few common denominators among colleges
preparing teachers for positions in agriadture, business,
health services, home economics, trade and industrial, and
technical education. And when colleges and universities
have depranents preparing teachers for various fields of
specialisation, there is often a lack of common identity
among than.
If vocational education is to continue as a significant and
vital phase of the total educational program, then it must
strive to have an identitya set of fundamental goals and
purposes that can be readily articulated and understood,
.

.

and which can have the general support and commitment of
all who call themselves vocational educators.

Staff, Curriculum, Students
There ought to be further investigition of the instructional staff for vocational teacher education. Penetrating studies

that are store than an exchange of opinions of staff
members are needed. Should all staff
liers. have common patterns of prior experience and training, or would it

be better to insure that each position in the faculty is
designed to bring discreet and unique contributions to the
total effort? Should professors of vocational education be
specialists Or handymen; which is better and who decides?
And what about the professional curriculum in vocational

teacher education? Is that not fair game for objective
analysis and critical appraisal? The faculty that relies
entirely on tradition and opinion here is likely to be most
vulnerable to the slings and arrows of the generalists and
liberal artists. It would seem that the more the vocational
curriculum is indeed the product of careful objective analy-

sisinvolving others than the vocational staff members
the more it would gain general acceptance and support, and

the better it would serve the broad interests and specific
goals of education.

There are also some questions that need to be answered
regarding the recruitment and selection of candidates for
the vocational teaching curriculum What research exists to
determine whether or not intensive payroll employment
experience is indeed a significant factor in teacher effectiveness? At present there is considerable controversy on
this question, and the arguments on both sides are influenced by opinion, tradition, emotion and hearsay; scarcely
the valid sources of scientific inquiry.

When further studies concerning the relative values of
46

There has been considerable comment regarding the
shortage of qualified vocational teachers in a variety of
occupational fields. The solution that seems to be most
frequently Proposed calls for major changes in regulations
and minor adjustments in college programs. Why?
No doubt, many teacher certification requirements, des
signed in the past for different conditions, are in need of

revision. But this could be said of the teacher education
programs as well. How diligent have teacher °dilation
institutions been in seeking out competent young practitioners in various occupations, persons who combine the capacity for college work with some practical experience?

What innovative programs have been initiated to take
such young people into a vocational teacher preparation
curriculum on an extension basis, while they remain at work
gaining additional job experience? It would seem that this

approach would have certain advantages over the cooperative work-experience approach now being used at some
colleges. There is a basic weakness in cooperative experience

when both parties --the worker and the employerare
aware that it is temporary and for experience only. Such
program is not real and meaningful
The employer is not likely to give the individual more
than just experience; the secrets of the business, the disciplines and rewards, are likely to be missed. The employee,

on the other hand, who knows that this will just be a
temporary experience, will have trouble getting any real
sense of involvement. Also, the associations and relationships with other workers are likely to remain tenuous.

Department of Education Leadership
There is little evidence that state departments of education

are giving attention to the improvement of vocational
teacher education, at least through U. S. Office of Education

sponsored studies. Although it is known that some of the
more populous states are conducting studies that relate to
vocational teachers, it must be assumed that there are others
where further investigation is badly needed.
Some of the problems associated with vocational teacher

education that appear to be appropriate for research are:

the assessment of minimum standards for teaching in
various vocational categories; the identification of present
and future teacher requirements; the development of articulation bob:0-n, various teacher education institutions, de-

pertinent of education offices, and other governmental
agencies; and, the development of policies and practices
concerning vocational teacher education that could serve as
guides for all teacher education institutions.

Perhaps the most serious detarat to effective state
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leadership in vocational education is the plethora of uncoordinated offices and institutions that now prevail. The diffusion and duplication of authority and responsibility make
for lack of direction.
There seem to be completely different sob of regulations
and policies that apply to teachers in each form of organisa-

tional setting for vocational education. Even when the
vocational course title, curriculum objectives and instructional plan are virtually identical, there is a wide variation
in the qualifications prescribed for teaching from one type
of school to another.

In some cases, the only prerequisite for teaching is
occupational competence, possibly laced with a modicum of

beefier training. At the other \ extreme is the program in

which college degrees are essential and occupational knowl-

edge is incidental. Still other institutions for vocational
education, generally the secondary schools, require si rather
elaborate combination of requirements to meet certification standards.
It would seem that there are two major approaches that
could be taken, either independently or through coordinated
effort, that could improve the situation. The first of these
would be the clear identification of one state authority for
all vocational educhtion in each state; the other would have
to do with the establishment of accreditation agencies and
evaluative criteria that would be concerned with programs
of vocational education, rather than just for institutions that
may have some vocational instruction.

PREVIOUSLY REPORTED STUDIES

There are a number of studies reported in previous issues which are
relevant to this month's topic. Those
readers who are particularly concerned

with teacher training may want to
refer to the following reports included
in the September, October or November "Research Visibility" section.
Studies on inservice Seminars and
workshops are:

"Eight Week Summer Institute
-Program to Retrain Office Education
Teachers for Teaching Business Electronic DL `a Processing" by -Koadder,
Watson, Breese, Carter and Valentine
(September).

"Program for Technical Communications Training for Technical Education Teachers (Summary Report)"
by Weisman (October).

"Production of a Motion Picture
for Inservice Training of Teachers in
Problems of Human Relations in

the Socio-Economically
DisadvantagedAn Evaluation of the
Motion Picture" by Breitrose (Nov.).
The following study shows evidence
of state education department leaderTeaching

ship in vocational education:

"A Teacher Institute To Prepare
Teachers and Materials for the Education of Rural, Low Achieving, Disadvantaged Junior High School Students

for Entry into Vocational-Technical
Programs" by Hodgson (November).
Studies related to vocational teacher
training activities in higher educational institutions are:

"Eight Week Summer Institute
Training Program To Teach Instructors of Instrumentation Technology"
by Ziol (October).
"An Experimental Vocational Ed.

ucation Institute fir the Preparation
of leacher Coorciim iators of Newly
Emerging High School Vocational

Programs" by Samson (October).

"The Development of a Master
Teacher Training Curriculum for
Teachers of Occupational Level Train-

ing Programs" by O'Brian (Nov.).
Previously reported studies on pilot
and demonstration projects are:

.

"A Proposal to Prepare Teachers
and To Develop Instructional Materials for Food Service Occupations" by
Hollandsworth and Barbour (Sept.) .
"A Pilot Study in 'Advanced Instrumentation for Technical Loftin).
tors" by Larson (October) .
"Summer Institute To Train Data
Processing Teachers for the New Oklahoma Statewide Computer Science
System (Final Report on Phase I)" by
Tuttle (October).
"Increasing Task Oriented Behav-

ior: An Experimental Evaluation of
Training Teachers in Reinforcement
Techniques" by &limbo% (Nov.).
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